NOTES FROM THE LIBRARY

ROBERT
A DRAIN'S FIRST ANALYST ONE of the interesting facts about the development of mathematics in the United States is the zeal for establishing mathematical periodicals shown by a number of the early workers in this field. A half dozen periodicals were begun before there was a sufficient mathematical constituency to support them; naturally none of them survived long. The history of these early abortive attempts to found mathematical journals is confused and obscure.
Among the early editors and publishers was Robert Adrain, one of the few Americans of the early nineteenth century who had some claim to mathematical distinction. Adrain was Professor of Mathematics in Queen's College from 1809 to 1813 and again for one year in 1826. In the interim he held a similar position at Columbia and, subsequent to 1826, at the University of Pennsylvania. The Rutgers Library possesses two numbers of one of Adrain's journals. From an examination of these it is possible to correct an error which has crept into what is probably the standard work on the history of American mathematics, Analyst; there was one number. The more important of these journals was certainly the first, not only because it lasted for four numbers, but because in it was published Adrain's derivation of the exponential law of error-"the first broad principle of pure mathematics discovered in America" (Coolidge, loc. cit.) . Obviously, Smith and Ginsburg are correct when they say that there is no connection between Adrain's Analyst (they should say, Analysts) and Hendricks's Analyst, which did not appear until 31 years after Adrain's death. Finally, Coolidge is in error in attaching to Adrain's 1808 journal the sub-title, Mathematical Companion instead of Mathematical Museum.
Because the confusion warned against in the Carus Monograph seems inadvertently to have crept into the book itself, the evidence presented here is worth putting on record. WHEN Byron wrote that his purpose in Don Juan was only "to giggle and make giggle," he did himself and his poem rather less than justice, as he was to recognize before he had finished-or broken off without finishing -that strange and fascinating medley of seriousness and burlesque, idealism and cynicism. Though he did succeed in being "a little quietly facetious on everything" in that epic satire, the total impact of the rambling story of "love, tempest, travel, war" is greater than that of any light literature which merely titillates by giving sudden release to the common hidden desire for the scandalous or shocking.
Don Juan succeeds, as Miss Boyd admirably demonstrates, because it appeals to the intellect and squares with our sense of honesty and the truth of things in a world where "What, after all, are all things-but a show?" This study of the poem is a painstaking and scholarly work which throws much light on Byron's amalgamation of experience and reading in the crucible of artistic genius. It will be indispensable not only for the study of Don Juan but for the understanding of Byron's whole personality and poetic method. It assembles valuable data on the history of the poem, its general plan (including a neat summary of the tangled rambling story full of digressions), its style, themes, and literary background.
In spite of some necessarily pedestrian chapters, like that on Byron's reading, it is written with obvious verve and excellent critical sense. There is much acumen displayed in Miss Boyd's analysis of Byron's themes-particularly the love theme -in Don Juan, and in her concluding remarks on the poem in which she gives what is almost the quintessence of Byron in three sentences:
"Here is the evidence that the mind of Byron, brooding on his own strange fortunes and explaining himself in the story of Don Juan, is the mind of a true poet. Imprisoned like every human being in the mystery of life on this planet, and that imprisonment made doubly bitter for him by the peculiarities of his physical nature and by his errors which he interpreted fatalistically, he could nevertheless give voice for common human nature to the mystery and the bitterness. That Byron the poet rose with such urbanity and such triumph over the limitations of Byron the man is the final act in the drama, the act which makes the drama a tragedy in the true sense." The letter, dated January 10, 1858, is addressed to Henry B. Stanton, who failed to include it in his Random Recollections. A note written on the letter by Theodore Stanton, son of Henry B. and Elizabeth Cady Stanton, states that when Whittier and the elder Stanton were "young men, starting in life, they were joint secretaries of the first American AntiSlave Society, and later, they were associated in Massachusetts politics."
A brief account of this secretarial work for the Anti-Slavery Society appears in Pickard's biography, 1 in which the author asserts that in 1837 Whittier and Stanton had desks in the same office, at 143 Nassau Street, New York City, 2 and that there they edited The Emancipator and the AntiSlavery Reporter.
There too they wrote tracts, personal letters to public men, and petitions to Congress in opposition to interstate slave trade and to the annexation of Texas.
The joint activities of Whittier and Stanton were not limited to editing and writing. In 1837 the two men attended the Essex County Anti-Slavery Convention at Newburyport, Massachusetts. When the meeting was broken up by a crowd of unsympathetic townspeople, Stanton had the buttons torn off his coat, and Whittier, as he wrote, escaped "at an undignified trot." 3 Then two years later, in June, 1839, they with Joshua Leavitt went to another anti-slavery meeting at Albany. 4 And toward the end of the same month the poet and Stanton began a journey to schools and theological seminaries in eastern Pennsylvania to obtain German-speaking lecturers for the abolitionists' cause in that state. 5 Through their close association during these years, Whittier developed a high regard for his fellow worker, a feeling which he expressed when he dedicated his volume of Poems, issued in November, 1838, by John Healy, to Henry B. Stanton "as a token of the author's personal friendship, and his respect for the unreserved devotion of exalted talents to the cause of humanity and freedom. 
